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Often a project's success is measured by whether or not it was 
successfully delivered, and if the release was relatively painless.

People see the finish line of a project and start making compromises or 
try to expedite the project delivery, as they can see that the end is in 

sight. It is this race for the finish that can compromise a projects 
completion.

In my experience one of the most important parts of the project life cycle 
is the Post Implementation Review. It is also the most often overlooked 
part of the project for the reasons mentioned above, or indeed omitted 

altogether if a company isn't used to accurately measuring the success of 
a project in more in-depth terms than 'did it go live successfully' (Which is 

the poorest measure of success).

Essentially this process answers the question " Did we manage to 
 ". It tries to accurately gauge whether or deliver what we set out to do

not the business case for a project has been met, and if not, where the 
shortfalls are.

The Post Implementation Review is an ideal opportunity to validate 
several aspects of the project, and feed that data back into your PM 

process to the benefit of future projects.

It can be as basic as a simple document asking several basic questions, 
such as:

What of the initial business objectives did we meet?
What did we learn from this project?
What was different than expected?

Were there an unexpected issue during the project.
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Would we manage any elements of the project differently if 
repeated?

How do our initial estimates relate to our actual delivery timescales?
How did we manage the unforeseen?

Several important sets of data should be included in it though, for 
example if you have any sort of estimation and/or time tracking process 
this is the ideal place to correlate that data with the actual project time 
frames as you now know exactly how long it took to deliver the project. 
This is an important step in refining your estimation analysis, and can 

greatly improve the accuracy of future projects. After all what is the point 
of time tracking a project, if you don't actually match up the estimated 

figures to the actual figures.

This is also a good opportunity to examine the release management 
process implemented, and assess whether all potential risks to the 

project and the existing infrastructure were accurately foreseen. This is 
easily answered by a brief comparison against any release 

documentation you may have, as you should quickly be able to see if any 
risks highlighted in that were minimized.

It is also a very good opportunity to explain and release shortfalls to 
interested shareholders. Often if a project misses a deadline, or is badly 

implemented it is never actually explained to the business why. They 
simply assume that there was a problem. By explaining here you are 

keeping them informed, and on-side. By explaining that here you are also 
documenting it for future projects.

If you did not see a risk that affected your projects release this time, then 
surely it needs documenting and a greater level of understanding about it 

reached for next time. In this way you have a more complete picture of 
your overall architecture.

Just because a project has been released it does not mean you cannot 
learn anything else from it, often it is entirely the opposite. Haste to 

proceed onto the next project can often cause this step to be skipped 
entirely, but once you have tried it a few times its value will become more 
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than apparent, both as a project analysis tool, and a vehicle for shaping 
real process change inside the business.

I will include a template at the bottom of this article that I have found 
useful in the past. Hopefully this brief explanation will give you the 

incentive to look at introducing a Post Implementation Review into your 
projects.

 .An example Post Implementation Review document

http://www.mccran.co.uk/pir_light.doc

